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initial algebra coincide amounts to showing that they agree on all the construc- 
tors. Free constructions are also relevant for data types: they provide least 
extensions of algebras of a data type to algebras of another and have been used 
to give semantics to parameterised data types, see e.g.  [EM85]. 
The theory of coalgebras [Rut96,  JR97], having its roots in automata theory 
and transition system theory [Rut95]  and concerned with dynamical systems, 
can be viewed as a  dualisation of the theory of algebras.  Object systems are 
coalgebraically defined by specifying how their states can be  observed, using 
destructor operations going out of the object types. Object types appear as G- 
coalgebras, i.e.  tuples  (C,~), with C  an object and ~3 : C  -4  GC a  morphism 
in some category C, with fi : C -4 C. Final fi-coalgebras ~ :Z -4 GZ (greatest 
fixed points of fi) are in this case relevant -  they incorporate all fi-behaviours. 
The unique coalgebra homomorphism from a  coalgebra to the final one maps 
object states to their behaviour. A bisimulation between two coalgebras is a 
relation on their carriers, carrying itself coalgebraic structure. Bisimulations re- 
late states that exhibit the same behaviour. Final coalgebras come equipped with 
a coinduction principle stating that no proper bisimulations exist between a 
final coalgebra and itself;  that is, two elements of a final coalgebra having the 
same behaviour coincide.  Coinduction can be used both in definitions, to de- 
fine functions into the final coalgebra by giving coalgebraic structure to their 
domains, and in proofs, to show equality of two elements of the final coalgebra 
by exhibiting a bisimulation that relates them. Finally, cofree constructions 
are relevant for object types as they provide least restrictive (co)extensions of 
coalgebras of an object type to coalgebras of another. 
2.2  Hidden Algebra 
This section provides an outline of hidden algebra. For a detailed presentation 
of the approach the reader is referred to [GM97]. 
Hidden algebra extends many sorted algebra to support  the  specification 
of objects with hidden states, only accessible  through specified interfaces. The 
fundamental distinction between data values and object states is reflected in the 
use of visible sorts/operations with standard semantics for data and of hidden 
sorts/operations with loose behavioural semantics for objects. 
A fixed data universe, given by an algebra D  (the data algebra) of a many 
sorted signature (V,~P) (the data signature) is assumed, with the additional 
constraint that each element of D is named by a constant in ~P. For convenience, 
we take Dv C__ ~P[],. for each v E V. 
Definition 1.  A (hidden) signature over (V, ~P, D) is a pair (H, ~) with H  a 
set of hidden sorts and E  a V U H-sorted signature satisfying: (i) E~,v =  ~Pw,v 
for w E V*, v E V and (ii) monadicity: for a  E Zw,8, at most one sort appearing 
in w (by convention, the first one) is hidden. 
\ ~P-operations having exactly one hidden-sorted argument are called destruc- 
tors, while those having only visible-sorted arguments are called constructors. 